
 Shape People from previous 
sessions – Square, 
Rectangle, Oval and Circle

 4 mats 

 Kitten and Puppy

 A square, a rectangle, an 
oval and a circle for 
decorating the mats

 A glue stick

15-20 minutes

MATS FOR THE SHAPE PEOPLE

Introduction: Show your child Circle and Oval, and remind them that they have met these two Shape People before. 
Ask if they can remember their names and draw their shape with a finger in the air. Ask them to tell you how the two 
shapes are different – Oval is like Circle but stretched or even ‘squashed’. Then follow the same steps for reminding 
your child about Rectangle and Square. Discuss the ways in which they are similar (both have four sides; the sides are 
straight; they both have four corners) and how they differ (rectangles are stretched; they can be tall and thin, tall and 
fat, short and thin, short and fat).

Rectangle and Square Mats: Introduce Kitten and Puppy. Tell your child that they have come to demonstrate how to 
make mats for Rectangle and Square. Pretending to be Kitten and Puppy, show your child how they speak to each 
other politely as they decide which one will make a mat for Rectangle, and which one will make a mat for Square. 

Now take two of the sheets with the mats on, the glue stick, the square and the rectangle, and pretending to be Kitten 
and Puppy in turn, show your child how they make the mats (e.g. Kitten sticks a square onto one of the sheets to make 
Square’s mat, while Puppy sticks a rectangle on the other to make Rectangle’s mat.) Have Kitten and Puppy negotiate 
politely to take it in turns to use the glue stick, for example: ‘Do you want to use the glue stick first, Kitten?’ ‘No, you go 
ahead, Puppy.’ ‘Thank you Kitten, and I’ll put the glue stick away when you’ve finished with it.’

Finally, show your child how Puppy and Kitten give the finished mats to the right Shape People and show them how 
delighted the Shape People are with their lovely mats. Emphasise the fact that the carpets are really beautiful because 
Puppy and Kitten cooperated so well and worked so nicely together.

Oval and Circle Mats: Now ask your child to pretend to be Puppy or Kitten – with the other one being you or another 
child doing this session – to make mats for Circle and Oval. Explain that together you have to have to make really lovely 
mats, and to do this they have to work together really nicely, just as Puppy and Kitten did when they made mats for 
Rectangle and Square. 

Use the same polite way of discussing the mats to decide who will make which mat and who will collect the materials 
needed for completing the mats. Between you, get two sheets with mats, a glue stick, the oval and the square ready.

Start making the mats, modelling polite cooperation as you go along. As your child makes their mat, make a point of 
‘catching them doing it right’, i.e. offer specific praise for polite words and cooperative behaviour. 

Finally, give the finished mats to the right Shape People. Talk about how pleased Oval and Circle are with the lovely 
mats and how well your child cooperated so well, meaning that making them was a very enjoyable experience too.

Your child can distinguish between ovals and circles, and squares and rectangles.
Your child can match small ovals and small circles to large ones (i.e. they give Oval and Circle mats 
bearing the appropriate shape).
Your child can work cooperatively to make mats for the Shape People.

To develop cooperation and teamwork
To develop shape recognition (distinguish between ovals and circles)
To develop shape recognition (distinguish between squares and rectangles)
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Cut out Kitten and Puppy to use as puppets.
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Cut out the shapes with no white showing.
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